A normalization method of the volume and geometry of tooth for X-band in vivo EPR dosimetry.
The accuracy of in vivo EPR tooth dosimetry may be influenced by the volume and geometry variations in teeth, especially when there is considerable non-uniform sensitivity distribution in the active detection area of the cavity. To solve this problem, the present research proposed a normalization method specifically for X-band EPR in vivo tooth dosimetry. The volume and geometry of the measured tooth were reconstructed by digital image processing with images of the tooth impression slices, which were obtained by a custom-made impression module. The sensitivity distribution in the active detection area was established based on experiments with a point sample. Consequently, a composite normalization process that could calibrate the evaluated dose effectively was carried out by taking into account the influences not only from tooth volume and geometry but also from the non-uniform distribution of sensitivity. The effect and practicability of the method were evaluated by incisor samples. Results showed that the standard deviation could be reduced a maximum of 54.8% approximately after the composite normalization, an improvement compared to results from solely tooth volume. The correlation coefficient of the dose-response curve could be improved from 0.731 to 0.986. The preliminary method provides an approach potentially useful on site after radiation accidents when dealing with the influence of variations in the tooth volume and geometry for X-band EPR in vivo dose estimations.